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EARLY

FFLONT

RANGE

"Here was a country, stretchini ail the way from
the Red River to the Canadian boundary, which seemed

destined by a kind Providence to provide s permanent
home for the Indian. Here he might live undisturbed,
freed from the pressure of the westward-moving pioneer,
who would --- settle in that semiarid, treeless country
where ali efforts at agriculture must surely fail.
Beyond the lassouri could never be utilized by white
men, but must ever remain the home of the wild tribes
who rosm over those frightful and terrïfying wastes." (1)

Adjoining this so-called Great American Desert was the
Iirst mountain range of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado.

Front Range,

as

it is so called,

This

in the days of the Indian --

prior to the westward rush of the white man -- was

a

combina-

tion of beautiful parkiands of bunchgrasses and ponderosa
pine

(Pinus ponderosa Douglas), meadow-land bottoms, Douglas

fir (Pseudotsu

taxifolia Britt.) and spruce (Picea sp.)

covered north slopes, and ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa
Douglas) covered south slopes.
Here, between 6,000 and 9,000 feet up, the meadows were

soggy, the streams were clear and cold; but beneath this cover
of grass and trees lay

a

highly unstable and easily eroded

soil of Pike's Peak granite and remnants of limestone and

sandstone formations (2).

But in this day of the redman

this unstable condition was naturally controlled by the

clutch of grass and tree roots.

T1T

CAME

T1

WHITES

Then, with the discovery of the partly untrue term,

"Great

merican Desert1', came the miner, logger, cattleman,

and farmer into the Front Range and onto the plains below.

Roads and trails were built for the miner.
the loggers for timber with which to build Denver.

Then came
Then

came the cattle boom of the eighteen-eighties.
"The expectation of fortunes to be made in a few years
led to gambling in futures

and.

caused overexpansion both in

investments and in range use." (5).
These were the days when the range, like the forest,
was believed to be inexhaustible.

This was the time of the

bonanza, and the cattlemen, looking to the present, were

running all the cattle they could get.

Theirs was to reap

while the reaping was good.

THE FRONT RANGE TODAY

Today one may wander through the Front Range and see

many things which are different from what the Ute warrior
saw before he was driven from his land.
Today one will see patches of brush and aspen (Populus
sp.) where once the ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Douglas)

grew.

What pine that is seen will be mostly small and

unmerchantable.
In places he will still see grass-covered parkiand,
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but, more often than not, it will be well scarred by gullies.
The bottomlands, where once the soggy meadows lay, are

The eroding streams have deepened their channels

now dry.

with

a

So where once

resulting lowering of the water table.

desirable meadow-grasses flourished, there are now less desirable more drought-resistant species.
One Saturday afternoon in the

surrmier

of 1947 I had

occasion to view the South Platte River a few miles above

Cheeseman Dam.
result of

a

The waters of this stream were muddy as

previous storm.

The next morning

I

a

was again

on the South Platte, but this time it was below Cheeseman

Dam.

cold.

The waters of the South Platte here flowed clear and

Where, then, was the silt leaving the waters of the

South Platte?

It had to be Cheeseman Dam.

Late one afternoon of this same sunimer

cloudburst

a

friend and

Pass along Fountain Creek.

were motoring doim Ut
had been

a

a

I

There

The waters of

few hours previous.

this stream were dark with the soil it carried and appeared
to have a consistency nearly of mud

Near the Forest Service Station where
there was

made lake.

a

was employed

government campground on the shore of a manThis lake, at Manitou Park Campground, is rapidly

being filled with silt.
a

I

It

is easy to believe that within

few years this lake will be completely filled with silt

as the stream upon which it lies

carries a great deal of

soil after every storm.
These are only

a

few of the examples, of many, of the

erosion taking place on the Front Range.
PLANT REGRESSION
This depletion of cover and the heavy grazing has caused

plant regression.

Instead of grass-covered hillsides to pro-

duce beef upon, there are now many with only a cover of
flowers about which tourists may "oh and ahU, but which have
very little, if any, tangible value.

TRE PROBLEM BEFORE US
If this erosion and silt depositing is to be controlled,

and the range restored to productiveness, the problem is to

determine what can be done to hold the soil where it belongs
and to hold this soil with that which can be used as forage

for beef production.

Undoubtedly many areas are too depleted to allow any
grazing for years.

These areas should be allowed to

corne

back naturally.
But what about those areas which still have forage in

sufficient quantity to allow grazing?

Are we going to crowd
Are we going

all the cattle we can get onto these ranges?
to run only a few head?

IC cattle are going to be grazed, it would have to be
in economical numbers; otherwise,

grazing any at all.

there would be no use in

The answer to this can be found in the

results of an experiment initiated in 1941

t

the Manitou

Experimental Forest of the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range
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Experiment Station.
THE EXPERIMENT
Six pastures of approximately 300 acres of typical
ponderosa pine-buxìchgrass ranges were selected for the experi-

ment.
These six pastures were stocked with yearling beef
cattle, supplied by local ranchers, at three different rates

and grazed from June 1 to October 31.

All pastures were

corrected for differences in productivity, and then two
pastures each were stocked at rates equal to 54 heed per
section for heavy stocking, 43 head per section for moderate
stocking, and 24 head per section for light use.
Thus, two pastures had insufficient feed to enable the

stock to get the best weight gains, two pastures had sufficient feed for the stock to do very well, and two pastures had

more feed than the cattle could ever utilize.
On the last day of each month the cattle were weighed

and weights recorded.
In order to determine whether

the different stocking

rates were having any affect upon plant progression, each

pasture was checked yearly for plant density by species and
for percent of area that each specieSoccupied.
In order to determine how forage production was chang-

ing with grazing pressure, each pasture was examined yearly
for amount of forage produced thereon.

THE RESULTS
One of the first results this experiment showed was

that the weight gains

(Table

I)

were lowest in the heavily

stocked pastures1 and the greatest gains made were from the
lightly stocked pastures.
Table I.--Average seasonal weight gain per animal

11942

Rate

TT9

1945

1946

Average

Pounds Per Head
Heavy

184.5

152.8

223.2

180.5

160.1

180.2

Moderate

214.9

205.7

252.6

238.6

199.7

222.3

Light

229.8

236.1

255.3

229.5

218.3

233.8
(4)

The heavy stocking rate resulted in

a

loss to stoc1nen

whose cattle were used in the experiment.
October gains under light and moderate stocking rates
were satisfactory, but weight losses were frequently recorded
for this month under heavy stocking rates.

Large quantities

of forage were unused on the lightly stocked pastures.

Cattle on the moderately stocked pastures made the most

efficient use of forage.
Results on forage utilization (Table II) tell

definite story.

a

very

Through the years of the experiment the

percent of forage consumed on heavily stocked pastures has
increased considerably.

Meanwhile, percentages on moderately

and lightly stocked pastures have remained practically constant.

'j

Table II.--Average forage utilization by stocking rates

tcEig
Rate

----:TI3T1944

:T45

:

1946

Percent Use

Heavy

34

49

65

63

65

Moderate

23

37

35

38

35

Light

14

15

10

17

13 ____

TT

This shows that the heavily stocked pastures are pro-

ducing less forage each year for the cattle to consume.
Meanwhile, the lightly and the moderately stocked pastures
are producing nearly the same amounts of forage every year.

The moderately grazed pastures have changed very little

in either composition or abundance of forage.

The grasses

in these pastures are vigorous and high in productivity.

The presence of little bluestem (Andropogon scoparius Michx)

and timber danthonia (Danthonia intermedia Va sey) is ±rther

indication of these pastures being in
tion.

a

satisfactory condi-

The presence of the above two indicator grasses

(indicator of good range) are very rare in the heavily

stocked pastures, and, if present, are cropped right down
to the soil.
A further

indication of what different rates of stock-

ing will do to forage production over

shovn in Table III.

a

period of years is

In 1946 heavily stocked pastures pro-

duced only 50 percent of the forage these same pastures

rei

produced in 1942.

During this ssme year moderately stocked

pastures produced 90 percent as much forage as was produced
in 1942, while lightly stocked pastures produced

only 80

percent as much forage in 1946 as they did in 1942.
Table III.--Average forage production per pasture
as affected by rate of grazing

Pasture
Number

Forage Production
1942

Pounds Per

Are

:

19fi

Ratio of
1946L42
Percent

Heavy Stocking
1
4

Average

408
292
350

212
138
175

52.0
47.3
50.0

304
350
327

88.9
91.1
90.1

265
244
255

89.8
71.6
80.2

Idoderate Stocking
3
6

Average

342
384
363

Light Stocking
2
5

Avera

295
341
318

_______________-

-----------

(4)

Since the rainfall in 1942 was four inches above normal
and in 1946 four inches below normal, the 10 percent decrease
in forage produced by the moderately and lightly stocked

pastures was attributed to the difference in rainfall.

Part

of the 50 percent decrease in the heavily stocked pastures

was due to below-normal rainfall, but most of the decrease
was caused by overstocking.

This tremendous decrease in forage production on the

heavily stocked pastures shows that it

is

definitely deterior-

sting as suitable rangeland.

The slight decrease in Lorage

production (due to less rainfall) by the moderately and
lightly stocked pastures show that they are definitely not
overstocked.
A

summary of the results of grazing intensity studies

(Table Iv) show many interesting facts.

From 1941 to 1946

average utilization under heavy stocking was öl percent of
the available forage.

During this same period under moderate

stocking only 33 percent of the available forage was consumed.
Average cattle gains from 1942 to 1946 were 181 pounds per
head on heavily stocked pastures and 222 pounds per head on

moderately stocked pastures.

At the stocking of 54 head per

section for heavy stocking and 43 head per section for

moderate stocking this would mean that heavy stocking would
produce 9,774 pounds of beef per section and moderate stocking would produce 9,546 pounds, or 228 pounds less than

heavy use.

But it takes heavy stocking 11 more head to

produce that 228 pounds more of beef.

With the added damage

these 11 head can do to the range, it certainly is not worth
the added beef gains made over moderately stocked ranges,

especially when moderate use is not depleting the range.

lo

Table IV.--Summary of the effect of grazing intensity on
ponderosa pine-bun.chgrass ranges

----------------:Heavy

:

Difference in
Forage production
1942-1946
Total density
1940-1946

Average cattle gains
1942-1946

:

Light

Percent

Percent

51

33

17

-50

-10

-20

-12

0

21

Percent

Average utilization
1941-1946

Moderate

181 lbs.

222 lbs.

234 lbs.
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O ONO LUS ION

Since it has been shown that under moderate stocking
of pondeross pine ranges of the Front Range that almost as

much beef per section can be produced as with heavy stocking,
and without ensuing losses from forage depletion and range

deterioration that accompanies heavy use; then, if we are to
control erosion and silt depositing and restore the range to

productiveness in this area, we are going to hsve to graze
these ranges with moderate stocking; end all subnormal

ranges will have to be corrected for differences in productivity and stocked accordingly.
Thus, in time, the Fi'ont Range of the Rocky Mountains
in Colorado can he restored by controlled grazing; a way

thet will pay in the end.
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